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Many results are known concerning the degree of approximation of
differentiable functions by reciprocals of polynomials on [0, CI)). However
most of these results concern approximation of IIf where

fU)(x) ~ 0, x ~ 0, j = 0, 1,2,... (0.1)

(see, for example, [7]). This paper extends these results in two directions:
weakening the positivity condition (0.1) for entire functions, and showing
some results for functions with only a finite number of derivatives.

1. ORDER OF ApPROXIMATION RESULTS FOR CERTAIN ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

As usual we write

A (j-l) = inf 11_1 1_11
O,n - pe"n II f(x) p(x) 1[0,00)'

where throughout II . III indicates the uniform norm on the interval I, and 7Tn

is the class of polynomials of degree ~n.

Some ofthe known results on the order of approximation of reciprocals Ilf
of entire functions follow from Taylor series expansion of the function f
about zero. The basis of these arguments is: Take p;, the Maclaurin
polynomial of degree n; choose upper end points r(n), and discuss

II! - P: II[o,r(n)] , inf j(x), inf p:(x)
x:;"r(n) x:;"r(n)

using the positivity conditions to deduce that p~'(X) ~ 0, X ~ O. Examination
shows that use of the same argument, with a Taylor expansion,Pn ,about r(n)
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or 1'(n)/2, will allow the positivity conditions to be weakened; given only",
satisfactory estimate of Ilf - Pn Il[o,,.(nl] . Thus in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 the
power of n, -1, -1 - liLt, respectively, is known to be best possible [5,6].

If j(x) has n + 1 continuous derivatives on [0, r] then with pix) =,

L;~o (fU)(1')(x - ryjj!),

(1.l)

a classical formula for the error in truncated Taylor series expansion. If also
j(z) is entire then by Cauchy's inequalities (see, e.g., [4, p. 202]).

IIJln+1) II[o,d ~ (n + I)! M(s)/(s - r)nc-l, s > r > 0, (1.2)

where MO is the maximum modulus function. Combining (Ll) and (1.2)

ilf - Pn II[o,d ~ M(s)(1'j(s - 1'))"+1, s > r. (1.3)

THEOREM 1.1. Let j(z) be an entire function of order p, type T, positive on
[0, 00) and satisfying

lim inf r-P logj(r) = W
r-.'X

(0 < P < CXJ,o < W ~ T < Xl).

Choose r = 1'(n) = ~nl/p, and assume that, for all sufficiently large 11,

j(j)(r(n)) ~ 0, j == 1, ... , fl,

where rx > 0 is the unique ~, minimizing overcx, p > 0 the maximum of

-WC\c"

and

Then

log l" - log (3 -\- r(u: -+- (3)0. (l.5)

(1.6)

Proof We first discuss the nonlinear program contained in the statement
of the theorem. Let

e(~, (3) = max(-wexP, log ex - log (3 -+- TCa: + [3)0),

Since for each [3 > 0, (1.4) decreases from 0 to - 00, and (1.5) increases
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from - 00 to + 00, as ex increases from 0, there is a unique ex(f3) minimizing
B(ex, f3) for each fixed f3, and

B(ex(f3), f3) = -wex(f3)p = log ex(f3) - log f3 + T(ex(f3) + f3)p. (1.7)

Choosing f3 = 1 and letting 0: ---+ 0+ it is clear B(ex(I), 1) < 0 and a(1) > O.
Now (1.4) implies

and also

B(n:, f3) > -wa(l)p,

B(n:, f3) > 0,

ex < ex(1),

f3 ;;( ex.

Therefore in seeking to minimize B(ex, f3) we may assume a, f3 ~ a{l). Given
this, it follows from (1.5) that ex, f3 may also be restricted from above. The
existence of some minimizing ex, f3 follows from the continuity of (1.4),
(1.5), and therefore their maximum, on the compact restricted domain.
The unicity of the minimizing ex follows from (1;7).

Let s = sen) = (ex + f3)n1fp, where ex, f3 are some minimizing pair. Now
using the estimate (1.3)

III - Pn [I[o,r(n)] ;;( M(s)(rj(s - r»n+l
;;( exp((T + E) n(a + f3)p) . (exjf3)n+l

where E ---+ 0 as n ---+ 00; implying

10g(111 - Pn II[o.r(n)]) ;;( O{l) + n[(T + E)(a + f3)p + log ex - log f3]

and by (1. 7)

lim sup IiI - Pn il[;'~-(n)] ;;( exp(-wexp).

Writing

II
I 1 II ,/' III - Pn II[o.r(n)]
7 - Pn [0.'-(',)] "'" in(~E[o,r(n)]f(x) p,nCx) ,

we conclude

II
I 1 'In -

1

lim sup - - -II ;;( exp(-waP
).

n-">ro I Pn [o,'fCn)]
(1.8)

Note that Pn increases to the right of r(n), for all sufficiently large n, and
Pn(r(n» = f(r(n». Since also

f(x) ~ exp((w - E) r(n)p), x ~ r(n),
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where E --+ 0 as n --+ 00;

i_I __1 II
II

~ 2 exp(-(w - E) Ci."n),
f Pn i [r(n),oo)
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(1.9)

where E --+ ° as n --+ ct:J. Combining estimates (1.8) and (1.9) gives the
theorem.

Remark 1.2. Certain limits on the degree of relaxation of the positivity
conditions are inherent in this argument. In the preceding theorem the
positivity conditions (i.e., 'x) have been chosen so as to give the best result,
in terms of order of approximation, using the method of Taylor expansion
about the upper end point. Alternatively (Xl (and thus r(n) where r(n) = Cl:lnl!p

and pjl(r(n») ~ 0, j = 1,... , n, for all sufficiently large n) could be fixed ana
the result optimized for this value oLxl • If (Xl ~ (X andf(j)(x) ~ O,j = 1...., n
x ~ r(n), for all sufficiently large n, this "optimal" result will be the previous
theorem. If (Xl > (X then geometric convergence can still be proved provided

inf log (Xl - log (3 + T(X1 + (3)P
13>0

is negative. It is clear that there exists an CX2 > cx such that

(1.101

and geometric convergence can be shown with this argument only if
o ~ CXI < (X2 •

Note very slight modifications of the proof of Theorem 1.1 give a result
for Taylor expansion about r(n)/2.

THEOREM 1.3. Let fez) be an entire function of logarithmic order 11 --i-- J,
type T, posith'e on [0, (0) and satisfying

lim inf log f (I') ,= W.
r~oo (log r )<1+1 . °< 11 < 00, 0 < w ~ T < Xi.

Choose I' = I"(n) = exp(cxnl / A) and assume that for all s~!fficiel1tly large II

f(;)(r(n) ~ 0, j = 1,... , n,

where (X > 0 is the unique positive solution of the system

(ex. + (3).1 = 1/(T(1 + A»).

fiex.) = f2(cx, (3),

(UI)

(1.12)
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where

Then
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flex, (3) = 7(ex + (3)1+.1 - (3.

(1.13)

(1.14)

Proof First we discuss the nonlinear program:

minimize max(!I(ex),h(ex, (3».
~,{3?O

Let

O(ex, (3) = max(-wex1M, 7(ex + (3)1+A - [3).

Choosing 0 < ex{l < 1/(3A+17) we find

(Ll5)

Taking (XA ~ 1/(7(1 + A» observe (1.14) has a positive mInimum as a
function of (3 ~ 0, where [3 = O. Taking (3A ~ 1/7 observe (1.14) is non
negative for all nonnegative ex. Thus (1.15) in seeking to minimize O(ex, (3)
we may assume

o~ ex A ~ 1/(7(1 + A»,

The existence of some minimizing ex, [3 now follows from the continuity
of (Ll3), (1.14) on the compact restricted domain. Write the program
equivalently as

minimize max[h(ex), min h(ex, (3)],
O<~A>C1/(T(1+A» 0<I3A<1/7

or

minimize max[!I(ex),h(ex, (3)],
O<"A(lf!7(l+A)

where

(a + (3)A = 1j(r(1 + A».

Equation (1.15) and elementary arguments about increasing and decreasing
functions now show there is a unique ex, (3 > 0 solving the program, given
by the system in the statement of the theorem.
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Using these unique values ex, f3 > 0, let s = sen) = exp«ex + (3) n1jLl).

Using the estimate (1.3)

ilf - Pn II[o,,.(n)] :(: M(s)(rj(s - 1'))"+1,

implying

log Ilf - Pn II[o.r(n)]

:(: O(n1/Ll) + n1+1/Ll«T + E)(ex + f3)l+.1 - f3), (1.16)

where E - 0 as n --+ 00. Since Pn(x) ): j(r(n»), x ): 1'(11), for all large n, and

x ): r(n),

where E - 0 as n -- CD,

il_1 I_II :(: 2 exp(-(w - E) ex1+Anl+U),
i j(x) pix) [r(n),o<;) .

(1.1 T)

where E --+ 0 as n - 00.

Combine (1.16) and (Ll7) as in the last theorem to give the estimate of
this theorem.

Remark 1.4. Remarks analogous to Remark 1.2 apply to Theorem 1.3.

2. THE DEGREE OF APPROXIMATION OF THE RECIPROCALS OF FUNCTIONS

POSSESSING A FINITE NUMBER OF DERIVATIVES

In contrast to the case whenf is entire relatively few estimates are known
for Ao•."U-1) whenfhas only a finite number of derivatives. (There are some
results in Blatt [2] and in Freud and Szabados [3].)

ForfE C"'[-l, 1] define

£:(1) = { _ . ,<in)C
O

-o.l' lif - p." :[[-1..1] .
Pn~7Tn·Pn X ~ .\;fX::::-- J

The following estimate of £;(1) is shown in the preprint Beatson [1, Lemma 1
and Corollary I].

THEOREM 2.1. For each k = 0, 1,2, ... , there is a constant D
"

such that
for each fE C"'[-I, 1] and n > k,

£ *(j) ,< D -/c (j(/c) -1) I ~ (")n ~ kJ1 W , 11 -- o~ J .,
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where W[_l,l](f(k), .) is the modulus of continuity off(k) on [-1, 1],

and

Gn(f) = 0,

= . max [max[O, -f(j)(l)jdn,iJ],
J~l, ... ,k

k = 0,

k >0,

n2 '(n2 -I)'
dn,j = 1· 3 .

· (n2 - (j - 1)2)
· (2j - 1)

Estimates of Ao•nU-1) will be derived from the following corollary to
Theorem 2.1.

THEOREM 2.2. For each k = 0, 1,2,... , there is a constant Die such that
for each I' > 0, f E Ch'[O, 1'], and n > k, there exists a polynomial Pn E 7Tn with

and

p~(x) ~ 0, "Ix ~ 1';

'If II ----- D -I, 1, (f(l:) -1)' '" (I, .)I - Pn [0,,.] ~ len I' W[o..tl ,n I' T On ,1,

where W[O,,.j{j<k), .) is the modulus of continuity offud on [0,1'],

and

bn(f, 1') = 0,

= .max max(O, -[f(j)(r)(rj2)i]jdn •i),
J~l, ... ,k

k =0,

k > 0;

n2 • (n 2 - 1) .
d .=

n,J 1· 3 . · (2j - 1)

Proof Consider the transformation off(x) E ChTO, 1'] intog(y) E CI'[-I, 1]
given by'

y = -1 + (2fr)x and g(y) = f(x). (2.1)

This transformation is invertible, takes polynomials into polynomials of the
same degree, and transforms derivatives according to

Hence, in particular,

dig (r)i dif
dyi (y) =T dxi (x). (2.2)

W[_l,llCg(lel, n-1) = (rf2Y' W[o,r](f(Ie), n-1(r(2» < rkw[o.,.J(f(Ie), n-1r).

(2.3)
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Fix k, n > k, and r. An application of Theorem 2.1 together "vith (2.2)
and (2.3) shows the existence of a polynomial h n E Trn with

and

h~(y) ?: 0, Vy?: L

Hence inverting the transformation (2.1), there exists a polynomial p" EO 'ii""

with

and

p~(x) ?: 0, "Ix ?: r,

Clearly Theorem 2.2 has many corollaries concerning rational approxi
mation on [0, co). We cite three typical examples.

COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose for some positite integer k the function
f E C"[O, co) satisfies

[, fu.:l il[o.rJ :S;; per) g(r), f(x) ?: g(r), "Ix ?: r ;? 0, (2.4)

where g(r) is a positive increasing function in C[O, co), per) is a positive function
with

lim max(log p(r), log r) = °
r->YC log g(r) ,

and

for all sufficiently large r. Then

j = 1, ... , k, (2.6)

,\ (1-) = 0(11(-1</2),e)
O,n f. ' 'IE> 0,

Proof Take N1 > k so large that for 11 > N1 there exists r = r(n) > 0
such that

g(r(n» = n"/2, (2.7)

Take N 2 ?: N1 so large that (2.6) applies whenever r ?: r(NJ. In the following
assume n ?: N2 • Note (2.5) and (2.7) imply

r(n)" = O(ne) and p(r(n» = O(ne), "IE> O. (2.8)
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Apply Theorem 2.2 to f on [0, r(n)]. By (2.4)

W[o,r](fk, n-11') ~ 211 I(k) II[o.r] ~ 2p(r) g(1');

which together with (2.7) and (2.8) implies

Equations (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) imply

8.nCf, 1') ~ jlr,~.~,kP(r)[g(r)J{4j-k)!k . (1'j2)ijdn,j

= O(ne) .max n2j-(k/2). n-2j = 0(n{-kj2)+e),
J=l, ... ,k

"IE> 0.

Hence Theorem 2.2 guarantees the existence of a sequence of polynomials
{Pn E 7Tn}:=N2with

p~(x) ;;;, 0, "Ix;;;' r(n), and II! - Pn [[[o"'(n)] = 0(n(-k/2)+e), "IE > 0.
(2.9)

By (2.9) Pn is positive on [0, (0) for all sufficiently large n, and

Il l- _l-II ~. Ilf - Pn "t)(n)\ ) = 0(nl- k / 2)+e). (2.10)
f Pn [o,dn)] mf"'E[o.,.{n)] I x Pn X

For the interval [r(n), (0), (2.4) and (2.9) imply f(x) ;;;, g(r(n» and
Pn(x) ;;;, Pn(r(n» ;;;, g(r(n» + 0(1), "Ix ;;;, r(n). Hence by (2.7), provided n is
so large that pi1'(n» > 0,

1__1 1 II ~ II-l 'II + 11_1 II = 0(n-k
/
2
).

I(x) pix) ["(n) ,00) f(x) [dn).oo) Pn(x) .[,(n) ,00)

(2.11)

Equations (2.10) and (2.11) together imply the corollary. I

COROLLARY 2.4. There is a constant C such that for each function
.fa. = (1 + x)"', °< ex < I;

n;;;'1.

Proof Let f3 = 1/(1 + IX). According to Theorem 2.2 there exists a
sequence of polynomials {Pn E 7Tn}:=1 with

and 'p~(x) ? 0,
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Let

then

and

X E [0, nS], (2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

Equations (2.12), (2.13), (2.14), and an argument analogous to the latter part
of the last corollary show

II
~ - ~ 1'1 . ~ Ir~/(l+~) . max(2Do , 2),
fr, qn [0,"'1

n = 1,2,.... I

COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose the function f E ex [0, VJ) satisfies the following
conditions:

(1) To each derivative j<k) there corresponds a real number Rk such that
j<hl(X) ~ 0 for all x ~ Rk .

(2) There exist real numbers Ro > 0, fJ > 0, and a positive increasing
function g E C[O, VJ) with

such that

lim [log rllog g(r)] = 0;
r-'HI)

(2.15)

and

Then

f(x) > g(r),

AO•n (}) = O(n-i),

Vx ~ r ~ 0,

Vk ~ 1 and VI' ~ Ro .

j = 1,2,3,....

(2.16)

(2.l?)

Proof Let k be a fixed, but arbitrary, positive integer. By (2.15) for all
sufficiently large n there exists r(n) > 0 such that g(r(n)) =, n1'/(2S). Using
(2.15) again, r(n) = O(nE

), V€ > O. By hypothesis (1), f(j)(i'(n)) ~ 0,
j = 1,... , k, for all sufficiently large n. Using (2.17) and applying Theorem 2.2
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(in the manner of the initial part of Corollary 2.3) there exists a sequence of
polynomials {Pn} such that

and also

111- Pn II[o.dn)] = 0(n(-1.:/2)+<),

p~(x) ~ 0,

f(x) ~ g(r(n)) = nk /(2fJ),

Ve > 0,

Vx ~ r(n),

Vx ~ r(n).

It follows, by the standard argument, that Pn is positive on [0, (0) for all
sufficiently large n, and

Ao,n(1/f) :::;; II-l_l-II = 0(nH"/2)+E) + 0(n-k/28),
I Pn [0,(0)

Since k was an arbitrary positive integer this implies

Ve > 0.

Vj = I, 2, 3,.... I
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